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ANALYSIS

LANDESKOG brings proven stakes quality form 
to the sale and arrives to KEEJAN21 off of a 

narrow 4th place finish in the Thanksgiving 
Classic S. at the Fair Grounds after setting an 
extremely hot pace. He made his first start of 
2021 a winning one, sizzling 6 furlongs at Ellis 
Park in August in 1:08 4/5 while earning a 96 

Beyer and a 72 Ragozin figure (Click to view race 
replay). Landeskog has been in light training up 
until the sale at Margaux Farm and he is ready to 
head right back to the track afterwards. Though 
he has not run since November, LANDESKOG has 
shown on two occasions that he can be ready 

to roll off the bench. 

LANDESKOG showed ability from the start, burying a MdSpWt field at Oaklawn Park in his 
debut. He would go on to finish 2nd in the Bachelor Stakes to G1 Woody Stephens 2nd 

place finisher Nitrous before heading to the west coast for the summer. 

Making his first start at Del Mar and vs. older horses, LANDESKOG blitzed the field, winning 
by 4 3/4 lengths while earning a then career-best 98 Beyer. Back in graded stakes company, 
LANDESKOG again showed his speed in the G2 Gallant Bob, only succumbing late in the 

stretch to finish 2nd, 12 lengths ahead of the 3rd place finisher. This effort earned him an 
eye-popping 108 Beyer and (23) Ragozin (Click to view race replay). 

In his 4-year-old debut at Ellis, LANDESKOG went gate-to-wire earning a 96 Beyer. Last out, he 
was seen setting a hot pace in the Thanksgiving Classic at the Fair Grounds while fighting 

bravely in the stretch, only losing by 3-lengths after dueling with G3W/G1P BOBBY'S 
WICKED ONE, who would finish last beaten 29 lengths. 

DRF PPs

Landeskog training up to the 2019 BC Sprint.

Last Race: 11/26/20 Stake at FG 
Trainer: Brad Cox
Conditions Left: Alw-N3X, Stakes 
Preferred Surface: Dirt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyDviDJV60E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyDviDJV60E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJYkyNergkE
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LANDESKOG has proven in two of his races this year that he hasn't lost a step from his 3-year-old 
campaign, recording a (5) on Thoro-Manager in his race at Ellis Park over the summer before 
earning a (7) in the Thanksgiving Classic. The (5) that he earned at Ellis Park represents the 2nd 

fastest number earned on the dirt at that track this summer, behind the stakes winning 
Absolutely Aiden who eared a (4) when winning the Good Lord Stakes. 
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